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INTRODOTION

To take stock'in 1976 of the 'state of the Art' in educational

planning leads to two overall observationi: (a) the principles, methods,

philosophies and techniques of eduCktional planning vary from one country

to the next more than they ever have; and (b) this variation notwithstanding,

the 'art' or craft of educational planning as a whole is no longer what it

was in the late fifties or sixties but is gradually moving towards a

different set of tasks.

As far as the variation in philosophies and strategies of educational

planning is concerned, we still find on the one end of the continuum firm

oppOsition to the very notion thst something as personal and delicate as

education could or even should be planned, let alone by some central and

anonymous authority: .even though countries like the United States, Japan,

West Germany and others undertake many governmental activities which are

specifically concerned with the systematic anticipation and preparation of

the futui,e of their educational systems, there is still at the same time

profound distrust of both the notion of educational planning and its

various connotations.

Among those countries that have adopted, without such misgivings,

some form of educational planning as well as the labeA that goes with it,

the diversity of approaches to the task of planning future educational

systems is Increasing rather than decreasing. Where many countries,

especially in the developing regions of the world', started out with the

itaoption of a relatively simple and straigiitforWard model of establishing

the desired output patterns of an educational system, and the flow patterns

leAdtng to it, on the basis of some projection of future manpower needs,

the ri!'tpon or twenty years have Introduced considerable variation and

modilh!aLtoh of thts original model on the one hand, and a number of other

modols, on the other. Experience in planning, a better understanding of

th. omplexities in the relationship between education and social, political

nnd r.:onomic change, and the resulting doubts about the suitability of sow.:

or ih- oHginal assumptions in educational planning have all c9ntributed

to 't process of reflection, change and new depa:tures in the planning of

ed1.1At1ona1. development.

It now seems to oe an urgent task to establish, empirically and

systematically, a conceptual map of these new departures and to develop it

Into a new typology and methodology of educational planning. While this



effort is being undertaken as part of the research programme of the

International Institute far Educational Planning and elsewhere:a tentative

set of.directions for these new developments in educational planning is

already becoming visible. This paper tries to identify these directions and

will b8gin to draw some conclusions on how the training Of specialists in the

field of educational planning is likely to be affected by the changing notions

and practices of educational planning.

Tb.be surs, some of these changes are sufficiently experimental or

tentative to warrant careful further attention before being accepted as

major trends in thedevelopment of educational planning as a whole. It is

as yet difficult, for example, to distinguish between rhetoric and reality

as regards popular participat1o.1 tn educational planning ('participatory

educational planning'), but there is no question about there being a rather

widespread turn of attention to the 'micro' aspects of educational planning

in general - a development which calls for a close examination of some of

our more 'macro'!-oriented Isumptions in the training of educational

planning personnel.

In a first part, this paper will review some of the changes in

emphasis on neiv assumptions in educational planning which have characterized

the field in recent years, Against this background, the second part of

the paper will then suggest an agenda for a review of training priorities

and training strategies us regards the preparation of personnel qualified

to cope with the future tasks of planning educational development.
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TOWARDS.NEW TASKS iN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

Educational Planning as Social liestArch
,

Edacational systems do not develop according to plans, but in
accordan2e with a complex set of social, political and economic factors
such as status aspirations, group interests, the influence of large
enterprises, etc. The failure of many plans for the development of edu-

cational systems is directly attributable to their.authors' being
obliidous to or ignorant of this.complex set of conditions. It is therefore
one of the most vital,tasks of those 0 charge of educational planning to
develop a rather thoroUgh understanding of the pattern and strength of
the various factors that are likely to affect the chances.of success of
any given educational policy. It is a poor planning posture to consider
edncation as an 'independent variable': The interplay of social status,
political power and economic wealth draws a very narrow line around the
abiUty of educational systems to become an autonomous lever of development

of any kind. TO maximise whatever limited leverage education thus has, requires
systematic social inquiry as one of the planner's first and most important
teaks.

a

The relationship between the educational system and the world of work

is a case in point. We know by now that our conventional models of projecting

the necessary growth of educational systems on the basis of projectirg the

manpower needs of the production system has been inadequate, largeiy because

it has neglected characteristics, requirements and expectations of :he pro-

duction.system that go beyond the broad skill parameters of the occupational

classifications used in most manpower projections. It is thus necessary for

the educational planner to have a much more tnorough understanding of the

non-cognitive as well as cognitive, the attitudinal as well as the know-how

aspects and requirements of work in different production settings.

2. Planning the Distribution of Education

Faced with the problem of extremely low rates of schooling in many

of the developing countries, educational planning developed at the outset

an understandable preoccupation with the need for growth - growth in the

sense of an aggregate increase in the number of school places and in the

proportion of age cohorts attending school, and with the various statistical



indicators derived from or contributing to this aggregate. While the problem

'of achieving- an adequate oapi!oity of the oduoational system-has by no nuns
boon solved in many countries, a second policy concern has moved up alongside

this original attention to growth. This second concern considers not just the

overall volume of educational opportunity and services* but also the way in

which these services and opportunities are distributed across the populatiah.

along regional* social, ethnic, age ar sex lines.

While this distributive aspect Of educational development has become(

in many countries an important item on the agenda of policy-makers,

educational planning, still very much under the influence of a more aggregate,

growth-oriented notion, has been slow to develop concepts, methods and

techniques for the disign and implementation of plans which take existing

disparities into account and are designed in such a way as to overcome them.

Clearly, this is not just a task of diqaggregating overall figures of

schools, students, ieachers etc. The more important (and more difficult)

aspect of this distribution-oriented task in educational planning is the

identification of the factors that account for such disparities as are

found to exist, and the resulting effort to take these factors into account

in,des:gning new educatiOnal plans which are geared towards greater equality.

Again, beyond the substantial amount of descriptive information needed on

the present pattern of distribution in education'al services, a major

diagnostic research effort is required in order to understand why certain

groups in a population find it difficult not only to enter into an educe-
.

tional programme, but also to persist and succeed in it. la some instances,

information which is already available will have to be re-analysed and re-interpreted

in different ways (as in the case of regiona3 statistics); in other instances,

new information, including information on the socio-economic and other

background of students and non-students or on the obataeles to educational

or post-school occupational success of certain groups of the population will

have to be gathered - not necessarily by the planner himself, but In such

a way as to be easily accessible and interpretable by him.

If dealing, as the educational planner does, with the Future of

education is already a delicate and often politically sensitive task,

addressing the even more sensitive issue of inequality and disparity in

education is likely to place the planner, together with his decision-making

colleagues, in an even more delicate position where not only considerable

prudence, but also a good sense of the 'art of the possible' are required.
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3. Quantity, 9uality and Content in Educational Planning

tt is not Much of am oversimplification to say that educational

planning has so far been primarily concerned with how many people enter

into, pass through, and re-emerge from the various sectors and levels

of education, and not really with what happens to them in the oourse of

this process. It has been assumed that graduates of the educational system have

certain.qualifications which make them employable or otherwise useful? but

it has never been an explicit concern of educational planning to inquire

into the conditions under which certain specified outputs or outcomes of

the educational process are being ac hieved.

Our main argument here is that the anticipation and the planning of

the flow of people through the various components of an educational system

can not be separated from anticipating and planning the kind of learning

experience to which they are thereby exposed. In other words, educational

planners will have to become cognizant of the factors thatç for

different qualitative outcomes of the educational process so as to be able

to plan for the reDiforcement of those factors which contribute to desired

educational outcomes while diminishing or eliminating those factors which

can be shown to lead to undesired outcomes - the criteria for what is or is

not desirable obviously stemming from the objeotives which the country

has set for itself.

Having argued for such a more comprehensive, outcome-o;iented eonoern

in planning the future of educational systems, we have to admit also the

scarcity of firm knowledge abaut what determines educational outcomes. It

is here again that educational planners face an important research task in
studying the processes by which ehanges in educational systems lead to

changes or improvements in educatii.inal outcomes.

In administrative and, as will be shown later, training terms, this

task will require a much eloser relationship between the conventional

agencies of educatiOnal planning and their concerns with quantitative flows,

and the concerns of both educat1onal researchers and those professionals

who are dealing with developing the content and curriculum of education.

4. EducatIonal,planning at subnational levels

One of the questions thatu has been rarely asked in educational planning

(mainly because the answer wils taken for granted) has been: Where does educa-

tional planning take place? It has been generally assumed that educational

planning is a function which is closely atte.ched to the national

9
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deolsion.making authority and is tbarildrolit located at the oentre_eni, the , ,.

. .
. . .,

yz___,___apet-et:the 'political and administrative system.' To ber sure, some *rams (%
..

with a more.fgderal character have-for some time known planning mechanisms.

at the level of state govornment.(Republics in the USSR, States in Nigerial
( , .

the Federal Republic oflermany or Brazil). By and large, however,,the
,

prevailing mOdel of educational planning has been that of an activ).ty

carried out at the central leiel

There are two reasons why we should begin to queation this aisumption4

. . First, there has always been, with. or'without attention,by planning

specialists, a considerable amount.of planning activity at levels below

the national centre of decisieon-making. Even where a central,4nationak
A

plan for the development of education was the only 4isible expiession of

educational planning in a country, a great deal of less visible, subsidiary

planning usually took place at the level of provinces, locarvommunities

'and even inclividual educational institutions. In some cases, the national

plan was nothing but the final, slightly edited summation of various

partial plans.prepared at lower levels.'

Secondli, an ever larger number of countries is actively moving

in the direction of distributing planning as well as other functions over a

wider range of administrative levels below the centre, Involving local, .

provincial, regional communities in the planning process is expected to

generateeiore commitment to its outowes or at least to improve the level

of communication within the system. Planning bodies responsible for

a smaller and more manageable area or part of,the population are beUeved
-

to be more closely inotouch with reality and therefore able to produce

more realistic plans than a remote planning authority in a distant capital.

In some instances, decentralized planning is meant to increase the

participation of parents, teachers and studentd in the planning process.

Specific problems, such as the complex relationship between education

and employment, can often be understood and taken into account better
f

at the more manageable level of regional planning. For these and a good

many other reasons, recent years have seen a variety of attempts to

establish or strengthen planning mechanisms at sub-national, regional or

local levels. Their mode of operation and especially their degree of

autonomy vary considerably from one case to another, and it will require

more comparative information than we have.at the moment to arrive at a

useful typology of the various kinds of 'micro%planning.



Whatever, for the case of any specific country, the reasons for the

t- increased attention tO tho.possallitios ind problem Of ideoontralisodt tor

'delegated' planning, there is clearly the need foi specialists in educe-

tional planning to become more,systemktipally aware of this 'new frontier'

of educationalplanning and to inquire systematically into its specific

problems as well as into the quantitative and qualitative training needs

ihich result from it, 4-

5. Beyond the design of educational ylans
.

Ever, since there has bepn a systematic concern_with educational
Ay

planning, there have been different meanings of the term. 4ost of these

meanings, however, have focused on th lege of plans, and have lead to

various strategies, methods and techniques by which plans for educational

development could be designed,covering all the steps from ascertaining

information on'both the itatus quo of the educational system andbfuture needs

for educated manpower to the matchini of target dates with target achievements.

In accordance with this emphasis on plan design, the training of educational

r planners has been directed primarily to the mastery or the various tectiniques

involved in these steps.

It probabl.y'took the conspicuous failure of so many seemIngly well-
.

designed s_ducational plans tn make-us aware of the fact that there"are

other things to educational planning than merely the design of a plan, and

that It was conceivable and perhaps even *lie-appropriate to think of

educational planning as being Aoncernediiot only with the design, but also
Mr.

with the im2lementation and, indeed, evaluation of educational plans.Already at

a relatively abstract level, it,would seem to make sense to think of a continuum

Or even a cyclical process inwhich the design of a plan, already anticipating

the possibilities and constraints of its implementations.leads to an implem-

entatiOn phase which is in turn permeated by a continuous evalvation effort

out of which new corrective or reinforcing insights would go' into the

design phase of yet another planning cycle.

Obviously, the frequent reality of educational-administration and ,

policy-making with its compartmentalization of Panctions is ndt necessarily

conducive to translating this more holistic notion of the planning process

into operating'procedures. However, the dangers qf limiting the planning

of educational development to the design of plans and of isolAing 'planners'

from the .i)roblems of implementation and the insights of evaltiation are

such that a serious effort, has to be made to rethink the relationship,jand

Li
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interaction between those administrative units which are, respectively, in

charge of designing, implementing and evaluating plans for educational

develoPment an4 to redesign the profile of competence for those whose role

it wi/l be to integrate these varioUs components more effedtiVely than has

been the case in the past. One cf the most important elem'ents of this

profile will be the ability to see the planning process in its entirety,
.%

and to relate special skills to this encompassing perspective of the

planning process,

II, IMPLICATIONS FOR, TRAINING
4

In this second part, we will review briplly how the changes in

educational planning which have been discussed in the first patt are likely

to affect the rolki and the competencies required of the people who will

be in charie of elducational planning in the years to come. This review

should generate a first Set Of suggest,ions for the discussion of the need

to redesign some of our training ih educational planning.
,

1. The research component in trainini?

Our first thesis had,een ttiat educational planntng was bound to

fail unless it was based on a thorough understanding of the complex set

of, social, political and economic tactors which bear upon the development

of educational systems. Those responsible for educational planning will

require a systematiet and rather sophisticated knowledge of the constraints

which these factors create in oeder t6 determine the degrees of freedom

within which education c'in exercise its leverage for development and change

in the wider society. .Ehabling educational planners to cope with this role

involves a dual'task: First, they will have to be made aware of the important

degree to which tlle development of educational systems is conditioned and

determined by the state of tne social system as ).4b. whole, and of the fact

that educational development and reform is limited to what the existing

dynamics GA social structure, political power .tnd economic wealth permit.

Secondly, they have to acquire the skills neediad to analyse these forces,

their strengths and interrela?ionships, and to understand the ways in

which they determine what kinds of educational developments, changes or

reforms are realistically possible.

The first task will require, as an important part of all training,

a critical exam*nation of slime of the assumptions guiding the making and

the implementation of educational policy. Even though a great deal of lip

service has been paid to.the close relationship between economic development

12
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and social and political change on the one hand, and educational development
Oln the otherc.it ta probably fair to, pay tbatithe f011aaaalritloaihich tho
development of 'educational systems is-conditioned by these non-eduoational
.faotors is less than adequately. appreciated And unaerstood by those respcn-
slblt_for. educational, planning.

Mille the first task has to do more with the consciousness and
perspective whith educati.Jnal planners ouiht to have"as a frame of reference
for their work, the second task rtquires the acquisition of.certain competencies
without which the educational planner would-be unable to obtain the knowledge
necessary to place his tisk of planning the development of education into
the context,of the wider network of social, political and economic factors.
To do this kind of diagnosis well requires sound research lest the entire
planning effort ahould be misled .from the-start. This means that a minimum
of research skills are indispensable for those who take the ittisk of educational

. planning Seriously. While it is not necessary that every planner becomes
a full.fledged researcher, he should at least be able not only to understand,
but also to assess and evaluate critically the quality and significance of
such research results as he may have to draw upon. This would include an
appreciation of the methodologies underlying researdh in the major disci-
plines as well as the exposure to exemplary pieces of research in relation
to the treatment Of Olio issues Ai) which such research may be relevant.
Wherever possible, partioiphnts inAraiding programmes Should be encouraged
t.43 undertake their own modest research projects or to participate in ongoing

7investigationa in order to acquire-not only specific skills but the kind of
perspective that will help them underatand better the social context within
which their task is situated,

2. Distribution, disearities equality in education

If it is true that educational planning is_called upon, as a function
of changing policy objectives, to devote more attention than in the past to
the distributive aspects of the development of educational systems, then
educational planners face a task for which they need to be more adequately
prepared. It is one thing to project, .on the basis of certain baseline data
,and need projections, the numerical growth of the different components of an
educational system over-a specified period of time, and another thing to
plan dhanges in the pattern with which this growth is to be distributed

across the various regions or social and ethnio groups of a country.

13
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He.'oe again, an important diagnostic component is ihvolveds It is

impOdeible to plan for.the reduction or elimination of.disparitiee in edu-

cation sinless one has a rather clear idea not only of the nature ind extent

of existing disparities but also of their underlying causes and conditions.

In the first instance it is necessary to determine, for example, in the case

of regional disparities, why some regions enjoy a considerably better supply

of educational institutions and services than others. It. Ps even more

difficult, however, to deterMine why certain regional or other groups

make much less use of available educational services or are remarkably less

successfUl in benefittng from these services than other groups.

In addition to the ways and means of obtaining these kinds of insights,

there are specific skills and methods which are particularly relevant to a

form of educational planning which is more oriented towards providing equality

, in education than to sheer growth. In addition to various methods for

disaggregating indicators and statistics of educational development in order

to make regional, social, ethnic and other disparities transparent in more

detail, the.school map as an instrument of assessing some of the spatial

dimensions of educational development is a case in point.

3. Understanding the determinants of educational outcomes

If educational planning is to move its concerni beyond the flow of

students through the various levels of the educational system to include the

question of what happens to them:during this process, anew dimension is

likely to open up in the role and the training of educational planners. Most

.
*educational administrationshave developed in such a way as to place 'educe-

tional planning' units and those units.dealing with the contents and qualities

of the learning process.at some considerable organizational,distance,from

each other. Whither and how this gap can be bridged in the interest of a"kir.

closer integration of 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' educational planning

is difficult to answer in the abstract and will have to be dealt with in

the particular circumstances of each country. What seems necessary and

possible, however, is to provide educational planners with a much better

sense of the problems, constraints and pOssibilities involved in, trying to

determine the outcomes of educational processes in more qualitative terms.

At the same time, those now responsible for the content and substance of

education, especially in terms of curriculum development, teacher training,

etc., could and should be made more conscious of the advantages which a

systematic planning approach could bring to their #O4.



In order to make educational planners more aware of the dimension

of qualitative outcomes of the educational process, it is most IMportant

to engage them in the ongoing disoussion of how educational factors interact

with non-edUoational factors (such as socio-economic background) in producing

certain learning effects. Whatever conclusions can be drawn from existing

.1

research on the determinants of educational outcomes should be an integral

part of the training of educational planners, as ihould be the main

arguments in the controVersy over the relative importance-of hereditary

versus environmental factors in. learning.

At a more technical level,zeducational planners should become familiar

with the process whereby general educational objectives are translated

into conent specifications and learning goals for purposes of curriculum

development, and should be familiar with both the substantive and the

methodological aspects of evaluating whether or ndt a certain set of

learning conditions has achieved the results it was designed to achieve,

4. Training for regional and local planni%

The growing importance of planning at sub-mational levels is changing

and enlarging the frame of reference within which we have been accustomed

to see the role and professional identity of the educational planner. By

and large, our training has been geared to the planning tasks at the

central level, and even though many of the skills required at that level

would be just as relevant to planning tasks at the level of provinCes or

local communities, planning on a more reduced scale and in closer proximity

to the reality of the educational system is likely to call for a somewhat

different training concept. The specific nature of such a conqbpt.would

be a,function of just what level and kind of planning is involved, If, as

some argue, planning at the regional or provincial level is likely to be of

a more integrated nature, the educational planner at that level will need

to understand the development and planning problems in such related sectors

as health, agricultural production, housing, infrastructure development,

etc. Similarly, if planning, especially at the level of the local community;

is to involve the active participation of the members of the community, a

rather thorough understanding of the social and political fabric of the

community is needed in.,order to maximize the benefits of such participation

for the planning process.

5
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Unlike the planner at the national level, regional and local planning

personnel have reference points for their actions both below and above,in the

structure of the administrative hierarchy. It is necessary to understand

these reference points and their function in the overall administrative

network so as to brincto an .optimum match the specific interests and

nee4s. of -the area for which the planner is responsible and thei broader

considerations and priorities in national policies.

One of the strongest arguments in favour of more ImicroLplanning

in,edusation is the possibility of closer contact with the developmental

reality of a region of the country. In order to bring the benef4t of this

closeness to bear on the r.esults of the planning process, the planner at

the regional level has to make a specialyffort, and has to possess the

necessary skills, to understand and be 'in tune' with the problems

and possibilities of his region or community. Here again, a major diagnostie

effort is required in order to make sure that whatever plan is developed

is optimally responsive to the particular needs of a given area.

5. ImElementinkand evaluating eduoational.plans

In the attempt to arrive at a more comprehensive notion of educatIonal

planning that would link the design of the educational pfin with its implem-

entation and evaluation in a continuing cycle, we face once again considerable

obstacles in the arrangement of pcisting administrative structures where the

responsibdlities for.designing plans and for their ameaution are often far

removed from each other. Nevertheless, the need to overcome the iroreasing

isolation of the plan designer is so,imperative that, pending the revision of

some over-oompartmentalized structures, an effort must already be made to

have this notion of the design-implementation-evaluation continuum reflected

in the training of educational planners. At the very least, the design of

educational plans stands to gain a great deal in realism and feasibility

from a better understanding on the part of the designer of the problems of

implementing plans and of the criteria and methods for evaluating their success.

Since implementing plans for educational development is at the very

heart of educational administrations, we are opening a wide field indeed

for potential elements in the training of educational planming personnel.

While no attempt should be made At this point to unduly limit this field,

it is clear that the mechanisms of resource allocation (budget planning and

control, etc.), the identification and implementation of specific projects

and the arrangements for the monitoring, inspection and evaluation of educe-

tional development are particularly important from the point of view of



extending the perspective of the oducatlonal planner into the area of imple-

ments:U.4n and evaluation.

From this point of view, the distinction between 'planning' and

'administration' becomes more and more tenuous both from the point of view

of administrative organisat4on and of personnel training and reoruitment.

There may be virtue in adopting the more_encompassing notion of 'managing

the development of educational systems' which would include the

prognostic and design Phase of eduoational planning.as 1:e used to know it

as well as the various activities designed to assure not only the implementation of
the plan, but its continuous adjustment in the light of ongoing monitoring
and evaluation.

CONCLUSION

If the:concept and practice of educational planning is changing, it

becomes imperative to reconsider the preparation o. those who are to assume

major responsibilities in planning educational development. This paper has

attempted to indicate some of the directions Which this reconsideration

might take; its particular assertions are subject to discussion, disagreement,

and modification as we gain a better understanding of how the proceis and

outcome of educational planning can be further improved.and better related

to the complex reality of social, political, and economic life. There

will und,:ubtedly be new elements in the future training of educational

planning personnel, but there will also be the need to retain many of the

basic skills of the craft of forecasting, without which the planning process

may well remen so abstract as to loose its utility for the decision-maker.

Whatever the final outcome of this renonsideration, however, it is

clear that the scope of preparing pe3ple for planning the development of

education is likely to increase substantially:.more and more diverse skills

are needed to cope with a wiaer array of tasks and problems. This implies

also a further differentiation of roles in the area of educational planning:

It is becoming more and more difficult for any one individual to be sufficiently

competent in all the various tasks required in planning educational development,

and a division of labor among specialists becomes indispensable. To ictantify

the 'competence profile' for each of these specialisations and to translate

them into suitable training or retraining programmes will be one of. the most

important responsibilities of national as well as international institutions

concerned with educational planning.


